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Let Z be an arbitrary fixed alphabet. The direct copying relation (over ,?I+) is a binary relation 
defined by: x copy y if and only if x=x1 ux, and y =x,uuxz for some words x,, x2, u where u is 
nonempty. The copying relation copy* is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of copy. 
A copying system is an ordered pair G = (Z, w) where weZ+; its language is L(G) = {z ~27: 
w copy?}, it is referred to as a copy language. This note provides a sufficient condition for a 
copy language to be regular; an application of this condition is demonstrated. 
1. Introduction 
The investigation of repetitions of subwords in words is a research area initiated 
by Thue [ 131 and since then very active in various areas of mathematics and formal 
language theory (see e.g., [4], [5], [7], [lo], and [ll]). The recent attention to this 
topic in formal language theory was brought up by Berstel, when he demonstrated 
in [l] an intimate connection between this area and modern formal language theory: 
a number of recent papers followed the observation by Berstel (see, e.g., [2], [6], 
[81, PI and WI). 
A way to understand repetitive properties (of subwords in words) of formal 
languages is to consider repetitions in their ‘pure grammatical form’, that is to con- 
sider grammatical systems that explicitly use repetitions as the way of language 
generation. 
In this note such systems are introduced and then the question of the regularity 
of the languages they generate is studied. 
Preliminaries 
We use mostly standard language theoretic notation and terminology. 
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For a finite set A, #A denotes its cardinality; 0 denotes the empty set. 
For a positive real r, [r-j denotes the smallest positive integer n such that n 2 r. 
For a word x, alph(x) denotes the set of all letters occurring in x and 1x1 denotes 
the length of x; /1 denotes the empty word. 
For words x and y, x is a subword of y (written xsub y) if y=ylxy2 for some 
words yi and y2. (Subwords are often referred to also as segments or factors.) 
A nonempty word y is called square free if it cannot be written in the form 
ylxxy2 where x is a nonempty word; the set of square free words Over an alphabet 
.Z is denoted by SF(P). 
To simplify the notation of this paper we assume that C is an arbitrary but fixed 
finite alphabet. 
The direct copying relation, denoted copy, is the binary relation in Z’ XL+ 
defined as follows: xcopy y if and only if there exist words x1, U, x2 with u 
nonempty such that x=xlux2 and y=x,uux2. 
The copying relation, denoted copy*, is defined to be the reflexive and the tran- 
sitive closure of copy. 
A copying system (over Z) is an ordered pair G = (Z, w) where w EP. The 
language of G is L(G) = {zEC+: w copy*t}; it is referred to as a copy language. 
Clearly copy* is a partial order on Z+; hence for a language X E Z+ we define 
the set of its minimal elements by MIN(X) = {xc X: y copy*x implies y =x for each 
y E X}. A language Xc L’+ is upward closed under copying, written X is uc-closed, 
if X={y~C+:xcopy*y for somexEX}. 
Results 
In this section we provide a criterium allowing to demonstrate that certain copy 
languages are not regular. Then this result is used to demonstrate that a specific 
copying generates a nonregular language. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a uc-closed regular language such that X contains a word w 
with the property alph(w) L 3. Then MIN(K) is infinite. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem goes through a sequence of lemmas. 
Lemma 1. MIN(Z+) = SF(P). 
Proof. Obvious. cl 
Lemma 2. Let XC 27 be uc-closed. Then for each w E X and each u E (alph(w))* 
there exists a t E (alph(w))* such that wuz E X. 
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Proof. If X=0, then the lemma trivially holds. Hence let us assume that X#0. 
The proof of this lemma goes by induction on I u/ .
ju/ = 0. Then z=,4 satisfies the statement of the lemma. 
Assume that the lemma holds for all u such that / u/ I k for some kr 0. Consider 
now a word U’E (alph(w))+ such that / u’l = k + 1. Hence 
u’= ua where u E (alph(w))* and a E alph(w). (1) 
By the inductive assumption there exists a word z E (alph(w))* such that 
wuz E x. (2) 
By (l), w can be written in the form w= wlclw2 for some w,, w2 l (alph(w))*. Hence 
by (2) we have wut= wluw2ut and so the fact that X is uc-closed implies that 
w,aw,uaw,uz = wu’w2uz E X. (3) 
Clearly (3) completes the proof of the inductive step, and so the lemma holds. 0 
Lemma 3. Let u, XE Z*, w E SF(P) and let z E 27 be such that z copy* uwx. Then 
jzi 2 1 WI/2 Ux’. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on 1 uxj .
1~x1 =O. Then uwx= WESF(Z:‘) and so, by Lemma 1, UWXEIMIN(Z+). Hence 
zcopy*uwx implies that z=uwx. But clearly jtl r/z//2’= /zI/~,~~ and so the 
lemma holds. 
Assume now that the lemma holds whenever 1~x1 I k for some kr 0. Consider 
now the case when 
luxl=k+l. 
Since z copy* uwx, there exists a n 2 1 and words zo, zl, . . . , zn such that z. = z, 
z,, = uwx, z. copyzi, zI copyz2, . . . . z,_, copy z,. Consider z,,-i. It must be that 
zn_i =y,uy2 for some o#/l, where z,=uwx=y,u~y~. Since WESF(Z+), oosub w 
cannot hold and so: either y2 is a proper suffix of x, or yi is a proper prefix of u. 
Since these two cases are symmetric we will consider only the former case leaving 
the proof of the latter case to the reader. Thus we assume that 
y2 is a proper suffix of x. 
We consider separately two cases. 
(4) 
Casel.Let w=w,w,where Iw,j2r+Iwjlandy,u=uw,tforsometEC*,where 
t =A if 1 w, I < I WI and t is a prefix of x otherwise. 
Then z,,_i =y,uy2=uw,ty2. Since ~copy*z,,_~, w1 ESF(Z’) and Iuty,I C 1~x1 sk 
(because of (4)), the inductive hypothesis implies that lz[ L / wI 112 U’yz, L j w, I /2k. 
From this and the fact that I w, I L [+I ~11 it follows that 1~: L / ~\/2~+l. 
Thus the induction is completed and the lemma holds if Case 1 holds. 
Case 2. Let w = wi w2 where / w2[ L r+ I w/l and uy2 = tw2x for some t cZ*, where 
t=A if lw21CI I w and t is a suffix of u otherwise. 
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Thenz,,_, =y1uy2=yltw2~_ Sincezcopy*z,_,, w,ESF(Z+) and lyItxl < IuxI sk 
(this follows from (4) and from the observation that, in Case 2, yI is a proper 
prefix of u), the inductive hypothesis implies that Iz/ 2 I w21/2’y1rxi L 1~~112~. 
From this and from the fact that I w21 2 [+I w/l it follows that IzI z / ~1/2~+‘. 
Thus the induction is completed and the lemma holds also if Case 2 holds. 
Consequently Lemma 3 holds. 0 
As a direct corollary of Lemma 3 we get the following result. 
Lemma 4. Let XC _Z+ be uc-closed. Let u, x E -?I*, w E SF@‘+) and z E X be such 
zcopy*~wx. Then IzI 1 I wI/~~“~I. 0 
The following is an obvious observation concerning regular languages. 
Lemma 5. Let Xc _Z* be a regular language. There exists a positive integer constant 
q(X) such that, for all u, w, XE Z*, uwx E X implies that uwy E X for some y such 
that 1 yls q(X). 0 
Now we complete the proof of the theorem as follows. 
Let X be a uc-closed regular language and let w. be a fixed word in X such that 
#alph(wo)z3 (by the assumption of the theorem such a word w. exists). For each 
m let w(m) E SF(Z+) be a fixed word such that I w(m)I > m (since # alph(w,)r 3 
such a word always exists, [13]). 
Lemma 6. Let m 11. There exists a word z E MIN(X) and there exists a word u E .Z* 
such that I u I I q(X) and z copy* w. w(m)o where q(X) is a constant satisfying the 
statement of Lemma 5. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, there exists a word x such that w. w(m)xE X. Thus by Lemma 
5 there exists a word u E Z* such that wow(m)o E X where I IJ I 5 q(X). Consequently 
there exists a word z E MIN(X) such that z copy* w,w(m)u. 
Thus Lemma 6 holds. 0 
Obviously, Lemma 6 and Lemma 4 imply the theorem. 0 
Corollary. The language of the copying system G = (Z; abc) is not regular. 
Proof. Obviously L(G) satisfies the assumption of Theorem 1. However 
MIN(L(G))= {abc} and so, by Theorem 1, L(G) cannot be regular. 0 
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Discussion 
In this note we have studied the regularity aspect of copying systems. While we 
are convinced that the study of copying systems should contribute to the under- 
standing of repetitions in formal languages we realize that this note represents only 
a step in this direction. Two concrete problem areas suggest hemselves. 
(1) A characterization of regular copy languages; we have presented here only a 
sufficient condition. 
(2) The relationship of copying systems to their ‘symmetric version’ (that is in- 
troducing a square xx as well as reducing it to x are allowed) considered in [3]. 
Moreover it seems natural to consider various other standard language theoretic 
questions in the framework of coping systems. 
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